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Mechanical SOLUTIONS

In media installations, technologies for mounts, fixings and adjustments often play
an essential role. The deep knowledge of professional presentation technology and
access to many of the products make it possible to create the right mechanical part
for individual projects. In addition to standard products, we also offer
customer-specific solutions for various types of installations.

TITAN

Installation

Mounting

Wall Mounts

easy to use lifter for large
displays and LED single units

LED stacking & hanging

individual mounting systems
for LED and displays

and adapter brackets

Mechanical SOLUTIONS

EXACT solutions has decades of experience in building mechanical
accessories for projectors. As a result, we developed the EVO frame series
and the EVO-LINK series. It combines precision, design, robustness and
flexibility with price efficiency. Furthermore, working with
ultra short throw lenses has never been easier, thanks to tool-less
removing of the upper part of the EVO frames.

EVO-LINK-201

FRAME-EVO-P20

Frame-EVO-P20

Frame-EVO-P20

EVO-LINK-200 series

without projector

shown with standard lens

shown with removed upper
part and ultra short throw lens

Display SOLUTIONS

The focus here is on special viewing experiences. Our product development team
creates solutions out of innovative and promising technologies to serve in impressive
fix installations, at trade fairs or events. With the new transparent GhosT-OLED product
line, this is entirely fulfilled. GhosT-OLED Full Kit is a stand-alone solution, that is also
suitable for rental and staging. The GhosT-OLED Half Kit is designed for
fixed installations. Both versions are compatible with the Touch Kit that
transforms the GhosT-OLED into a touch screen, whenever needed.

GhosT-OLED

2FaceFoil

Display Coating

transparent OLED

switchable between
transparent & non-transparent

anti-glare & protection

Interactive SOLUTIONS

Media installations with touch functions are omnipresent. Here, the type of interactive
technology is the key parameter, which is decisive for purposeful and intuitive use.
Beside standard products, we offer a wide range of customised interactive solutions.
primeTOUCH curved, the only curved touch system for large video walls or
primeTOUCH No-Y, suitable for interactive rooms, as well as capacitive touch foils
from our fluxTOUCH range are available for your projects.

fluxTOUCH gen3

TOR

primeTOUCH flat

radarTOUCH

based on PCAP technology

Tangible Object Recognition

based on flat IR technology

based on IR laser technology

Electronic SOLUTIONS

Special electronic equipment can lead to the optimisation of whole operations.
Deep expert knowledge, experience and a practical approach lead to the development
of professional customised tools for testing, control, operation and communication.

unicornBOX
test pattern generator

Tally Adapter &
Breakout Box

Fibercheck 880
optical fiber testing

EC-50
Slot-in PC gen2

Playout SOLUTIONS

High-performance playout systems enable perfect presentations.
Whatever software tool you want to use, EXACT solutions helps you develop
the right server. Due to a broad market overview and technology experience
we are able to choose the right periphery behind the HMS servers to bring
the signals to all destinations.

HMS

HMS mini

Software

high performance
media server

high performance
media server mini

possible playout software
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